
1. Advantages of hook and line: Doesn’t require extremely expensive equipment, better able
to catch target species. Advantages of gill nets, longlines, and trawls: They catch many
more fish and require less labor and precision.

2. Disadvantages of hook and line: Requires a lot of human labor and is time intensive.
Disadvantages of nets, longlines, and trawls: They catch species indiscriminately so they
accidentally kill many unwanted species, although the size of openings in the nets’ mesh and
the types of hooks used can help make these methods more selective. In some areas, up to
half of the bycatch consists of sharks. Also, gill nets and longlines can get lost at sea and will
continue catching and killing fish and other marine creatures. When trawling is done along
the ocean floor, it destroys ocean habitat.

3. Because nets and longlines catch sharks of all ages, they catch many immature females—
females that have never had a chance to reproduce. For example, if a female dusky shark is
caught before she’s 22 years old, she will not have had the opportunity to produce any off-
spring. What’s more, those sharks that do reach reproductive age do not produce many
young at a time, so populations cannot easily bounce back from heavy fishing tolls.

4. Answers will vary. Some students may point out
that cutting off the fins can give fishers some mon-
etary reward for catching a shark and that it’s less
wasteful than throwing back a dead shark without
using any part of it. Others may think that it’s still
wasteful to use so little of a shark and may point
out that finning only increases the total number of
shark deaths and encourages the market in illegal
trade. Some students may point to the cruelty of
throwing a mortally wounded animal back into the
sea to suffer and die.
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ANSWERS TO “ FISHING WORKSHEET B”
Note: Answers will vary according to simulation results.


